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GRAMMAR 

A. Choose the correct option to complete the text. 

 

1. a. disappeared  b. has disappeared c. was disappearing d. disappears  

2. a. was leaving  b. had left  c. leaves  d. has left 

3. a. had…changed b. has…changed c. was…changing d. is…changed  

4. a. just search  b. have just searched c. will just search d. are just going to 

search  

5. a. examined  b. will examine  c. have been examining d. examine 

6. a. were   b. is   c. was   d. will be 

7. a. is   b. will be  c. was   d. were 

8. a. will stop  b. stopped  c. has stopped  d. was stopping 

9. a. were still working b. have still worked c. will still work d. are still working 

 

B. Complete the sentences using Type 1 conditionals. 

1. If you …go……(go) out, ……will you buy…….(buy/you) me a ticket for the concert? 

2. If I …pass…..(pass) my exams, I …will graduate…….(graduate) from the university. 

3. If you …go……(go) to England, what ..will you buy…….(you/buy) for me? 

4. Please …ask…(ask) me if you …need………(need) more help. 

5. If you …are……(be) patient for e few minutes, I will be able to…..(be able to) finish this. 

6. If a customer …wants…..(want) to see me, …tell..(tell) him I’ll be back in 5 minutes. 

 

C. Complete the sentences with comparative form of the adjective in parentheses. Add than when 

necessary. 

1. Do you think money is …more important than………(important) good health? 

2. My old laptop was a lot …bigger than…..…….(big) my new one. 

3. Gas is so expensive! I want a …more efficient…….(efficient) car. 

4. Many people think modern life is …better than……..(good) life in the past. 

5. Communication is a lot …easier than……(easy) it was 50 years ago. 

6. The pollution in my city is much …worse…………..(bad) it used to be. 

7. I prefer …hotter……(hot) temperatures. That’s why I love summer. 

8. My new school is a little …farther/further…………(far) my old one. 

 

D. Look at the chart comparing three laptop computers. Then complete the sentences with the 

comparative form of the adjectives given. 

 

1. (large / small) The screen of the T400 is ..larger than.. the A-50’s, but it is ..smaller than.. the 

XJ7’s. 

2.  (light / heavy) The XJ7 is …lighter than….the A-50, but it is…heavier than…. the T400. 

3. (new / old) The A-50 is …newer than…..the T400, but it is …older than……….the XJ7. 

4. (cheap / expensive) The T400 is …cheaper than……the XJ7, but it is …more expensive 

than…..the A-50. 

 

E. Complete each sentence with as . . . as and the adjective in parentheses. 

1. Magazine ads are ….as effective as….. (effective) newspaper ads. 

2. Online reviews are…as useful as………… (useful) asking friends about products. 
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3. The coat was …as warm as………….(warm) it looked. 

4. Your sofa is …as comfortable as………………. (comfortable) Diane’s. 

5. My computer is …as fast as….(fast) the newer models. 

6. Online reviews are now …as important as…..(important) traditional advertising. 

 

F. Write sentences by using the words to make comparisons with as . . . as. 

1. …This hotel is as big as my apartment…………………. 

2. …Trains are as comfortable as airplanes……. 

3. …Motorcycles are as fast as cars………………… 

4. …Tigers are as dangerous as lions.…………………. 

5. …Mozart is as famous as Beethoven…………….. 

6. …Italian food is as delicious as French food……………. 

G. Rewrite each sentence with the word(s) in parentheses. 

1. …Sally’s shoes are less fancy than Jill’s……………………………. 

2. …This supermarket is less expensive than the one across the street…………… 

3. …The actor’s new movie is less exciting than his last one……………………. 

4. …This gym isn’t as convenient as the one near my house………………… 

5. …This review isn’t as positive as that one……………..……………….. 

6. …The new tablet is less quick than the old one. 

 

H. Complete the conversation with less or (not) as . . . as and the words in parentheses.  

 (1).. isn’t as big as…  

 (2)…isn’t as heavy as 

 (3) …less expensive 

 (4)…not as complicated as 

 (5)…less difficult 

 (6)…as nice as… 

 (7) …as good as… 

 

İ. Complete the text with the superlative form of the adjectives below. 

 

Today’s Question: Is it bad to come from a large family? 

Marcus 

I am 21 and the …oldest……..of six children (I’m the first). We had the 

…biggest…….. family in my school- most people only had one brother or sister! I had 

the …smallest……… bedroom of all my friends –nice but tiny! But I was the 

…luckiest……. kid in my family because my brothers and sisters shared their rooms 

but I didn’t. I guess that’s the …worst.. thing about having a big family- you have to 

share everything! What does everyone think? 

Rita 

Hi Marcus! Your question today is the …easiest……… one I’ve read today- I can 

answer in one word. No! Big families are great! I’m one of seven girls and I’m the 

…youngest………- sometimes it’s like having six mothers! But I love having a 

big family because there are always people in the house. Our house is the 

…noisiest/most noisy………one in our street! 
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J. Complete the sentences with the superlative form of the adjective in parentheses. 

1. the worst… 

2. the most difficult 

3. the most experienced 

4. the furthest 

5. the easiest 

6. the highest 

7. the best 

8. the most stupid 

 

K. Write superlative sentences using the words in parentheses. Use least when not is included in the 

parentheses. Make the nouns plural if necessary. 

1. …This is the least popular state park in California….. 

2. …Canada is the largest country in North America……………….. 

3. …Tokyo has the biggest population…………………………… 

4. …This is the least expensive apartment in the building…………… 

5. …That was one of the least interesting class I’ve ever taken…………………. 

6. …This is the cheapest computer in the store………………………… 

7. …That’s one of the prettiest street in this city…………………… 

L. Complete the questions below with comparative or superlative forms of the adjectives given. 

1. younger/older.. 

2. best/worst 

3. busiest 

4. bigger/smaller 

5. most interesting 

 

M. Complete Jim’s letter. Put the adjectives in brackets into the comparative or the superlative form. 

You might need to include the or than.  

1. hotter        2.drier       3.bigger than        4. longer            5. wider 

6. the best     7.the most beautiful        8. the biggest      9. the busiest 

N. Correct the mistakes in the sentences. 

1. My family is one of the biggest families in the class. 

2. My family is smaller than most of the other families in the class. 

3. The Biggest family is the teacher’s family. 

4. The person with the most interesting job is my friend’s father. 

5. Most people think it’s easier to live in a big family than in a small family. 

6. The Busiest time in most families is breakfast time. 

 

O. Complete the text. Use the comparative or superlative form of the adjectives in brackets. You 

might need to include the or than.  

(1) older than  (2) the youngest  (3) the best (4) the most confident (5) shier than   

(7) the funniest (8) the most serious (9) the most patient  (10) more tolerant than (11) more 

polite/politer 
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P. Choose the correct option to complete the text. 

1. a. strange      b. stranger       c. the strangest      d. the stranger 

2. a. have only been     b. was only     c. had only been     d. will only be 

3. a. arrive      b. arrived      c. has arrived     d. was arriving 

4. a. didn’t have      b. hadn’t have    c. don’t have      d. haven’t had 

5. a. earliest       b. early     c. earlier     d. the earliest 

6. a. throws       b. threw      c. had thrown     d. is throwing 

7. a. surprised     b. more surprised     c. surprising       d. more surprising 

8. a. wants      b. wanted       c. has wanted      d. will want 

9. a. for      b. in       c. since      d. at 

10. a. the worst     b. worse     c. the best     d. better 

11. a. funnier     b. funny     c. the funniest    d. the funnier 

12. a. throws    b. threw      c. was throwing   d. had thrown 

Q. Write sentences about people in your family with the given adjectives in superlative or 

comparative forms. Answers may vary. 

0. Young …The youngest person in my family is my niece. She’s only two! …… 

1. Difficult ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Easy-going ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. Annoying ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Childish ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. Noisy …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. Lazy …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

R. Choose the correct option. 

1. so  

2. What 

3.  such  

4. How  

5. What  

6. so  

7. What  

8.  so 

 

S. Complete the sentences with so or such. 

1. such. 

2. such 

3. so 

4. such 

5. such 

6. so 

7. so/ such 

 

T. Choose the correct word. 

1. such  

2. so  

3. so  
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4.  such  

5. so  

6. such  

 

U. Complete the text with so / such. 

 (1)…such       (2)…so…     (3)…so….     (4)…such…      

 (5)…such      (6)…so..        (7)…such… (8)…so…  

 

V. Combine the following sentences by using so ... that or such ... that. 

1. …The car was so expensive that we couldn't afford to buy it ………………………… 

2. …It was such a cold day that I had to wear my wool coat …….. 

3. …The weather was so hot that you could fry an egg on the sidewalk …………… 

4. …Grandpa held me so tightly that I couldn't breathe for a moment ………… 

5. …She talked so fast that I couldn't understand her ……………….. 

6. …There was so little traffic that it took us only ten minutes to get there ……….. 

W. Match the beginnings of the sentences to the correct endings. 

 

_f_____ 1. The weather was so …. 

_e_____ 2. It was such a cold day … 

__g____ 3. The shoes were so cheap … 

 __h____ 4. It was such an expensive dress … 

__a____ 5. The exam was so difficult that … 

__c____ 6. It was such an easy exam that … 

__b____ 7. The cake was so delicious that … 

__d____ 8. It was such a horrible cake … 

 

X. Rewrite the sentences with so or such. 

1. …Your house is so big and comfortable…………….. 

2. …She has such a unique and expensive watch………….. 

3. …Her preparation for her wedding was so busy…… 

4. …You have such a tidy room………… 

5. …Your decision was so obvious………….. 

VOCABULARY 

A. Make the following words opposite using the suffixes un-, dis-. 

1. happy ___unhappy_____ 

2. like ___dislike_______ 

3. kind ___unkind_______ 

4. necessary ___unnecessary_____ 

5. agree __disagree_____ 

6. healthy___unhealthy_____ 

7. expected __unexpected____ 

8. natural__unnatural______ 

9. honest __dishonest_____ 

10. reliable __unreliable____ 
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B. Complete the sentences with the given phrasal verbs in the box. 

1. ___lets_____ her team _down____. 

2. __cheer___ him _on___ 

3. _put off___  

4. __miss out on___  

5. __cope with___  

6. _putting__ me __up___  

 

C. Complete the crossword below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Complete the conversation below with the given phrases a-e. 

Linda: Anna, are you doing anything tonight? 

Anna: Not really. Why? 

Linda: I’m going to a movie tonight. 

______c_________________ 

Anna: What kind of movie is it? 

Linda: it’s an action movie. 

Anna: ___a_____________________ but I’m 

not really into action movie. 

Linda: ___e__________________. I cannot 

cook and my mother is going to go to Jakarta 

with my father tonight.  

Anna: ___b/d__________________________ 

Where? 

Linda: I heard Roka restaurant is excellent. Do 

you want to go there? 

Anna: ___b/d_________________________  

Linda: Okay. I’ll pick you up at your house at 

seven. 

Anna: Okay. See you then. 
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READING SKILLS PRACTICE 1  

A. Read each paragraph and decide which topic is the best.  

THE CONSTRUCTION OF HOUSES    1)a  2)a  3)c 

ELEPHANTS                                              1) c    2) a   3) c 

B. Choose the main idea of each paragraph. 

 

 

C. Read the text and answer the questions. 

A TRUE STORY OF CRIME 

1. c. how a crime was solved with hard work and science 

 

2. b. After Sue Snow took Excedrin capsules, she died in two days. 

 

3. d. fell 

 

4. d. To inform them about her husband’s death. 

 

5. b. To show that probably Stella killed her husband. 

 

6. a. The detectives finally understood who killed Bruce Nickell. 

 

7. c. held responsible 

 

D. Read the text and answer the questions. 

The History of the Restaurant 

1.b. was born in France. 

2. c. they offered choices to people. 

3. b. a kind of soup. 

4. c. breaking the law. 

5. a. many chefs needed work. 

6.d. all of the above. 

7.b. making people feel better 

 

1.  

b. When people move from place to place, new diseases may be spread.  

 

2.   

c. When the buildings make changes in their heating system, this can cause diseases. 

 

3.  

a. Spread of diseases can be a result of the polluted oceans as well. 
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